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PREFACE

The present volume aims to give an overall picture of nouns and adjectives in

Classical Hebrew and their mode of use there, in comparison with and in contrast

to their use in English.

Unlike my ‘Fundamental Concepts of the Classical Hebrew Verb’ it is not

intended to correct ‘bad’ traditional teaching, since Hebrew nouns and adjectives,

unlike verbs, are not usually taught badly and wrongly, and the student is not led

to misunderstand the holy text.

The rules given do not necessarily apply universally. Rare exceptions should

indeed be listed in full in a comprehensive reference grammar, but in a book such

as this an excess clutter of detail can only confuse someone looking for an overall

picture, hence no apology for their omission. The reader familiar with Hebrew

should therefore find the present work easy reading. He will find little new, but it

may help him to fill in gaps and to organise his ideas systematically.

It should help you to understand and follow the language of the Bible, but will

not solve all your problems. It is not meant to. Do not expect too much from it.

Again my thanks to Eli Handel for basic technical help in production, and above

all to the One who has preserved me in life and enabled me to produce this.

A.S.

Eli, Mount Ephraim

Iyyar 5773



A note about exceptions

The ideas in a language are generally expressed according to some sort of

pattern, which is what we call ‘grammar’. By studying the language we can see

how it operates, spot the pattern and form ‘rules of grammar’. But it is inherent in

all languages (apart from artificial Esperanto) that we will find ‘exceptions’ that do

not fit in the pattern.

In English, we are nowadays taught language with ‘rules’ of grammar and

spelling, and expected to obey these in writing. Any deviation is a mistake, a fault.

We have been brought up to believe that rules are well understood and observed by

those who write, and that only the ignorant and the illiterate do not observe them.

Yet nobody applies the terms ‘ignorant’ or ‘illiterate’ to Shakespeare, who even

spelt his own name six different ways, standardised only later by the printers.

Sadly we have been taught to apply this teaching to Biblical Hebrew. Naturally

no biblical author could have been ignorant or illiterate. To counteract those who

attribute every exception in the holy writ to a mistake we have been brainwashed

into believing that any exception to the rules of grammar or spelling has been

deliberately inserted by the author for a deep esoteric divine purpose.

But we have got it all back to front. Even a literary language does not start with

rules from which text is formed; the language has a way of being expressed, from

which ‘rules of grammar’ are derived by working backwards.

In Hebrew they were not taught ‘rules of grammar’. Conventions were generally

observed, but not always. Nobody was ever under any obligation to follow rules or

to have any special reason in order to deviate from them. At times they even mixed

up masculine and feminine endings – so what? The rules of grammar that we are

taught are what we have made, by dissecting the pattern, a slight distortion of an

original by those who used the language, but they are in no way holy, and breaches

– as found in every language – do not have to be explained. Assume that the

language had changed, rather than that the author changed the language.

Further, any ‘rules’ that we (yes, we) have determined, to be of any value

whatever, must work in the vast majority of cases, with a minimum of exceptions.

Sub-rules are allowed to modify the rules, but if there are too many exceptions or

two many complicated sub-rules, the whole thing is bad, we need to start again with

different rules*, or to work without rules altogether and learn each expression as

it comes. The faults are not in the text that the authors have written but in the rules

of grammar that we have wrongly derived from the texts.

* According to Breuer, this was done with the rules of taamey hamikra for the Emmet books after
studying the Aleppo Codex.



Chapter 1

THE PRINCIPAL BASIC FORMS

Gender and Number

The Hebrew noun, like the French, always has gender which is either masculine

or feminine. Any adjective, as well as any pronoun or verb referring to it, has to

agree in gender. As will be explained, the gender of an adjective is always apparent

from its form, while that of a noun is often not.

A noun also has number (singular or plural). An adjective also has to agree with

the noun it refers to in number, except, as will be explained, with a collective noun.

(A verb does not – when a verb does or does not agree in number is quite

complicated, and outside our scope.) The number of both a noun and an adjective

is always apparent from its form.

A noun also has two forms (both in singular and plural) called ‘absolute’ and

‘construct’, but we will defer that until a later chapter, and until we reach there all

references are to the ordinary form, the ‘absolute’.

To summarise, a noun has two forms (as in English), singular and plural. The

form of the noun may suggest the gender, but may also mislead. You have to learn

the gender of a noun (as in French). The adjective has four forms, i.e. singular and

plural, each masculine and feminine (again as in French), and the form of the

adjective – the ending – does show you which of the four forms it is.

Collective Nouns

A collective noun is a singular noun that refers to a group or collection, such as

cattle or furniture. Such nouns, as in English, are singular in form and treated

sometimes as singular and sometimes as plural. (‘The furniture is well designed’

but ‘the cattle are in the field’}. However, in English it depends on the word,

whereas in Hebrew the same collective noun may be treated as singular in one

place and plural elsewhere even in the same paragraph!

The Form of the Noun

Let us take a simple masculine noun, 5|5 (a horse). The plural, horses, is

obtained by adding the ending ¼1¼- H~ to produce ¼1¼- H5¼| ¼5 (horses).

There may be vowel changes in the ‘root’ of the word, for instance the plural of

¼' J% J6 is ¼1¼- V'L%F6, but for the while we may ignore that and concentrate on the ending.

Now take a simple feminine noun – take the corresponding feminine ¼( L5¼| ¼5 (a

mare). Note the ending ¼( L~. The plural removes this ending and substitutes >}~,
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or, without the vav, simply ¼>N~, producing >}5|5 or ¼>N5¼| ¼5. (The vav is very often

onitted in the Pentateuch, less often elsewhere.)

However, the ending is not a certain indication of the gender, either in singular

or plural, but can be misleading. Here are some examples (with variations given

later).

FEMININE NOUNS MASCULINE NOUNS

Plural Singular Plural Singular

¼1¼-H4 L%F$ ¼3 J% J$ ¼1¼- H5¼| ¼5 * 5|5 *

( ¼>W̧ L8 D4) ¼>¼} ¼̧ L8 D4 ¼̧ J8J4 ( ¼>W0¼} ¼;) >}0};
( ¼>M4¼}¼<F$) ¼>¼}¼4¼}¼<F$ #

0};
¼3¼}¼< L$ #

¼1¼-H4 Ļ ¼(L4 Ļ

( ¼>N¤ O5) ¼>¼} ¼¤ O5 * ¼( L¤ O5 * ¼>¼} ¼+K² ¼(L+ J²

* indicates the more usual forms.

# Nouns ending in 3}? are always masculine, and the plural ends in >}4}?. (Rare

exceptions include ¼3¼} ¼' L$ and ¼3¼} ¼< L¶ H6. New nouns in Modern Hebrew are different.)

The Form of the Adjective

The adjective is more
FEMININE MASCULINE “Large”

¼(L0¼} ¼' Dy ¼0¼} ¼'Ly SINGULAR

¼>W0¼} ¼' Dy B ¼>¼} ¼0¼} ¼' Dy ¼1¼-H0¼} ¼' Dy PLURAL

regular. Regardless of the

noun it refers to, it always

has the same forms. The

gender of the adjective

agrees with the gender of the noun, even when the endings do not ‘agree’, so for

example ‘large stones’ is ¼>¼}¼0¼} ¼' Dy ¼1¼-H4 L%F$.

Participles

A participle is a verbal adjective, i.e. it can take an object like a verb, but for

our purposes we may consider it here as simply an adjective. However, it does have

an alternative form for the feminine singular. The ‘expected’ feminine of ¼% I>N¤ is

¼(L% D>N¤ and this form does exist and is used, but there is also an alternative form

¼>J% J>N¤. Similarly ¼% IºK/ D2 has its feminine as ¼(L% DºK/ D2 or alternatively >J% JºK/ D2, and

likewise with the other participle forms.
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If the last root letter is + or 6, the segols change to patachs, as in ¼> K6 K2W̧ B ¼> K+K0W̧.

Where a verb’s final root letter is
FEMININE MASCULINE “Making”

¼( LµN6 ¼( JµN6 SINGULAR

( ¼>WµN6) ¼>¼} ¼µN6 ¼1¼- HµN6 PLURAL

silent ( (representing a vav or yod),

the masculine singular participle

ends in ¼( J~, the feminine ends in ¼( L~
and the plurals as shown.

Generic Adjectives

A generic adjective is one applied to an individual of a specific group or class.

Those relating to the name of a person, nation or country are called gentilic in

grammar books (a word absent from many dictionaries), that strictly means

‘connected with a nation’. (Examples in English are Moabite, Roman, Chinese,

Danish. Modern generic adjectives might also include Islamic, mechanical,

mountainous and so on.)

Together with these we may add
FEMININE MASCULINE “Moabite”

¼(L£ H%F$¼} ¼2
¼>¼- H%F$¼} ¼2

¼- H% L$¼} ¼2 SINGULAR

¼>¼}¼£ H%F$¼} ¼2
¼>M£ H%F$¼} ¼2

¼1¼-H£H%F$¼} ¼2
¼1¼- H%F$¼} ¼2

PLURAL

the ordinal numbers from 2 to 10

inclusive (‘second, third, ..... tenth’),

which behave in the same way.

All these adjectives have the

ending ¼- H~ and alternative forms for

the feminine and plural. There is no

difference in meaning between the alternatives in Biblical Hebrew.

Other Noun Forms

There are nouns that have forms similar to the masculine or feminine forms of

the various adjectives described above (participles, gentilic, etc.). Normally those

ending in ¼- H~ are masculine and in ¼>¼- H~ B ¼> K~ B ¼> J~ B ¼( L~ are feminine, with the plurals

as with the adjectives. Those ending in ¼( J~ are masculine, but the plural may have

either form (e.g. ¼(J4 L; gives ¼1¼-H4 L; but ¼( J' Lµ gives ¼>¼} ¼' Lµ).

Yet another noun form, always feminine, has the ending >|?. The plural is only

found in three nouns. The commonest is ¼>¼| ¼' I6 whose plural (probably the regular

one, by analogy with Aramaic) is ¼>M)U' I6 (read as ¼>¼}¼)U' I6, and not to be confused

with ¼>¼} ¼' I6 which is the plural of ¼( L'I6.) However a different form is found only

twice in the Bible – once ¼>¼}¼-O4F+ and once ¼>¼}¼- O/ D0 K2. Note the absence of a dagesh in

the yod. (This form, with a mistaken addition of a dagesh in the yod, is used in

post-biblical Hebrew.)

The dual form and the gerund are dealt with in later chapters.



Chapter 2

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

Hebrew has no indefinite article, but uses the prefix ?( for the definite article.

The vowel underneath it is a patach so we have K(, followed by a dagesh in the next

letter. But if the next letter is < 6 + ( or $, which cannot take a dagesh, the vowel

changes and we have L( or sometimes (before 6 + () J(.

If the article is preceded by a prefix 0 / %, the prefix absorbs the vowel, and the

( drops out. All this is basic and known.

What is less known is that the definite article is sometimes used in Hebrew

where we would not use it. Its use with abstract nouns (where English does not use

it but French does, such as peace, French la paix) is optional e.g. ¼9J< L$Lx ¼1¼}¼0 Ļ ¼- Hº K>L4 D)
visàvis the Psalm ¼1¼}¼0 L¹K% ¼} ¼®K6 ¼> J$ ¼¦ I< L%D-. But in other cases too (a habit that

gradually became more and more widespread in the sister language of Aramaic) the

definite article is often used for no special reason, and commentators who refuse

to accept this twist themselves in knots trying to explain each case. We always find

¼3 J2 J¹K% ¼(L0¼|¼0 Dx and never ¼3 J2 J̧ D%. When Moses arrived in Midian he sat on ¼< I$ Dx K( ‘a

well’, not ‘the well’ since none had previously been mentioned, and there was

certainly more than one well in Midian. So when we meet an instruction to Moses

to ¼< J8 I±Kx ¼> ¼$M* ¼%N> D¤, it might mean ‘write this in the document’, in which case we are

justified in asking ‘which document?’, but it is no less likely to mean ‘write this

in a document’ which seems to fit better in the context. The use of the unnecessary

definite article is nowhere near as common in the Hebrew text as it is in, for

instance, the Aramaic of Onkelos, but it does occur a number of times.
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COMBINING NOUN AND ADJECTIVE

As mentioned, an adjective normally agrees with its noun in gender and number.

One exception is where the noun is a ‘collective’, a singular noun with a plural

meaning (like ‘cattle’) which is sometimes treated as a plural and may take a plural

adjective, e.g. ¼>¼}¼< L¹O; D2 K( ¼3 ¼$N³ K(, but ¼0¼} ¼'Ly ¼1 K6. The other exception is where a plural

form of a noun is used with a singular meaning. Three words which are sometimes

interchangeable – ¼3¼} ¼' L$ B K{W0E$ B ¼0 K6Kx meaning a master (or husband), a god or a lord

– are often used in the plural with a singular meaning, and if so may take a singular

adjective (e.g. Is.19:4 ¼( J̧ L; ¼1¼-H4N'F$).

An adjective normally follows the noun it modifies. Where a definite article is

needed, the prefix ?( is not only attached to the noun, but also attached again to its

adjective.

As there is no verb ‘to be’ in the present tense, not attaching it to the adjective

implies a verb ‘to be’ in the middle.

For example ¼%¼} ¼, ¼̧ ¼- H$ – a good man; ¼%¼} ¼¢ K( ¼̧ ¼- H$ L( – the good man; ¼%¼} ¼, ¼̧ ¼- H$ L(
– the man is good.

The last may also be inverted ¼̧ ¼- H$ L( ¼%¼} ¼, – good is the man = the man is good.

Here too, we see an adjective that ‘stands alone’, which Hebrew also allows.

If you have two adjectives combined you can sometimes solve a problem that

you cannot solve in English. Does one adjective modify the other, or do both

modify the noun? For instance, does ‘the bright blue eyes’ mean ‘the eyes which

are bright blue’ or ‘the blue eyes which are bright’? If the latter, in Hebrew you

can say ‘the eyes the blue and the bright’.

All this may seem too simple to mention, but it gets more complicated.



Chapter 4

ADJECTIVE OR NOUN?

Adjective used as a noun

Sometimes an adjective is used as a noun, where the noun is omitted and

implied, for example

¼( L$I0 ¼(L0N' Dy K( ¼1 I̧ ‘the name of the older [one] [was] Leah’.

Likewise with participles, examples are ¼0 I¬ K; D2 K( ¼> J$ ¼$¼- H:¼} ¼( ‘take out the [one who

is] cursing’ or ¼>N< Lº D5H̄ K( ‘the [things that are] hidden’, which leads us to two other

matters:

(i) the noun derived from the participle, which is sometimes different and strictly

should not be confused;

(ii) an extension of the idea to a ‘participle phrase’.

Noun derived from a participle

Using a participle that way, it can become a noun meaning

(a) from an active participle, the one who does an action, or

(b) from a passive participle, the recipient of the action.

So in the above example, ¼0 I¬ K; D2 K( could be regarded as a noun (the curser). In

this way the participle ¼< I2¼} ¼̧ ‘guarding’ has come to mean ‘a guard (or guardian)’.

In the active participle the form of the participle and that of the noun are the same.

With the (kal) passive participle, a different form is used. Here for instance

¼'¼| ¼; L² is a participle, ‘appointed’, so ¼1¼- V'¼| ¼; D² K( are ‘the appointed [ones]. But the

noun is ¼'¼- H; L² ‘an appointed-one’ an ‘appointee’ (if there is such a word), an

official, and ¼1¼-V'¼- H; D² K( are the officials. Since there is no difference in the ultimate

meaning, the two forms may be interchanged. But this explains the use of ¼( L$¼|¼4 D¶K(
and ¼( L$¼-H4 D¶ K( alternately in Deut.21:15-16. The first is strictly ‘the hated [one]’ and

the second is ‘the hated-one’, two ways of expressing the identical thing.

This form is for the recipient of the action (appointing, hating), and must not be

confused with something very similar, a noun derived from the verb but not from

the participle, which refers to that which results from the action. This is always a

feminine noun with a different vowel again to the participle and to its derived noun.

Examples are ¼(L%I4 Dy stolen property (and NOT theft), ¼(L/ I8F( the overthrown mess,

¼( L8I< Dµ that which has been burnt, and nouns of this form. Unlike the recipient who

is normally human and individual, this is usually ‘something’, often a collective.
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Adjectival and participle phrases

We use an adjective to describe a noun, where this can be conveniently done

using a single word, such as the big man (the man who is big). Where this cannot

be done, we use a (subordinate) ‘relative clause’, as in ‘the man who sells roasted

chestnuts on the street corner’. [German goes to the other extreme and includes it

all in the noun, so that ‘the man who painted the steps of the Kaiser’s palace red

during the last part of the thirty-years’ war’, or worse, is all expressed in one word!

Bill Gates has allowed them only up to 255 letters in the name of a computer file,

which the Germnan people have accepted as a compromise.]

Classical Hebrew is not mad like German, but has a very neat way of (often)

avoiding a relative clause by using the adjective anyway, since it follows the noun

in Hebrew, and then putting in the rest. For instance, the High Priest, described as

‘the priest who is greater than his brothers’, is ¼)¼- L+ J$ I2 ¼0N'Ly K( ¼3 I(N¤ K( ‘the greater-than-

his-brothers priest’, but it does not come out so clumsily (as it would in English)

– ‘the priest, the greater than his brothers’. Having the adjective anyway after the

noun allows this without even approaching the abomination found in German. In

English we may have to change it into a relative clause, as Onkelos incidentally

does in his Aramaic translation.

This is not often used with an ordinary adjective, but it is widely used with the

participle, to produce a participle phrase instead of a relative subordinate clause.

The style is very neat and useful where there is another subordinate clause anyway,

avoiding the need for a sub-subordinate clause, which was so popular in Greek and

Latin, but very unpopular in Classical Hebrew.

A simple example is ¼ª J̧ D8K4 ¼> J$ ¼1¼- Ḩ D; K% D2 K( ¼1¼- Ḩ L4F$ L( ‘the men, the [ones] seeking

your life’, but in English ‘the men who are seeking your life’. (Also possible

without the noun, ¼ª J̧ D8K4 ¼> J$ ¼1¼- Ḩ D;K% D2 K( would mean ‘those who seek your life’.) The

tense need not be present: ¼1H-K< D: H® H2 ¼1¼- H$ D:M£ K( ¼1¼- Ḩ L4F$ L( ‘the men the leaving Egypt’ (the

leavers of Egypt), or ‘the men who left (or had left) Egypt.’

A more complex one is ¼3 I(N¤ K( ¼7K¤ ¼0 K6 ¼< J̧ F$ ¼3 J2 J¹K( ¼3 H2 ¼< L>¼}¼̄ K(D) ‘the remaining ...’ (i.e.

that which remains), using the participle ¼< L>¼}¼̄ K( to avoid having a relative clause

within another relative clause. From this example we see also that it can be used

to refer to the future (‘that which will remain’). English also has a separate noun

‘the remainder’ but Hebrew does not.

The full version ¼3 I(N¤ K( ¼7K¤ ¼0 K6 ¼< J̧ F$ ¼3 J2 J¹K( ¼3 H2 ¼< L>¼}¼4 ¼< J̧ F$K), though in a way not strictly

incorrect, is far too clumsy and would not be used.
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Comparative and Superlative

There is no special form for the comparative or superlative of an adjective. (big,

bigger, biggest), you have to use ¼3 H2 (or as a prefix ?2) for ‘than’, with the definite

article for a superlative. Not very neat, but understandable from the context.

For example ¼'H) Lz H2 ¼3 L, L; ‘smaller than David’, ¼)¼- L+ J$ I2 ¼0¼} ¼'Ly K( ¼3 I(N¤ K( ‘the priest who

is greater than his brothers’ i.e. the greatest or chief priest, but sometimes merely

¼0¼} ¼'Ly K( ¼3 I(N¤ K( ‘the greatest (= chief) priest’.



Chapter 5

THE CONSTRUCT STATE

What it is

This exists in nouns, not in adjectives. In English we have a relic of an old

‘genitive (or possessive) case’, equivalent to putting ‘of’ before the noun. For

example ‘the car’s engine’ means ‘the engine of the car’, and ‘John’s book’ is ‘the

book of John’. It is also used with pronouns, ‘my, your, his, her, its, our, their’.

These are sometimes called ‘possessive adjectives’, but so is the genitive case of

a noun (car’s, John’s) in effect a possessive adjective.

This does not exist in Hebrew, but the opposite does – having a form that is like

putting ‘of’ after the noun. ‘The car’s engine’ is as if ‘The engine ofthecar’

modifying ‘car’, but Hebrew would say ‘theengineof the car’ modifying ‘engine’.

The modified form of the word ‘engine’ meaning engineof is called the ‘construct

state’, and the noun without the ‘of’, the normal form, is called ‘the absolute state’.

The form

To change a noun from the absolute state to the construct state you may have to

(a) change the vowels: ¼<L% Lz becomes ¼<K%Uz, ¼(J* L+ becomes ¼(I*F+; or

(b) change the ending: ¼(L% Iº becomes ¼>K% Iº; or

(c) change both: ¼1¼- H/L0 D2 becomes ¼- I/ D0 K2; or

(d) change neither: ¼7 J5 J¤ remains ¼7 J5 J¤.

The vowel changes are difficult and have to be learnt, but there are very simple

rules for the changes of ending. They depend on the form, not the actual gender of

the noun.

1. Masculine singular form (no ending) does not change.

2. Masculine plural form – the ending ¼1¼- H~ becomes ¼- I~.

3. Feminine singular ending in ¼( L~ changes, usually to ¼> K~, sometimes to ¼> J~.

4. Feminine singular ending in > does not change.

5. Feminine plural form – the ending >}~ (or ¼>N~) does not change.

Remember, you may have to change the vowels (as well).
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The use with, and without, the article

A very important rule is that the construct state cannot take a definite article

attached to it. But the article can be implied. The construct of ¼>H-Kx house, is ¼>¼- Ix
house of. So while ¼>H-Kx K( is the house, ¼'H) Lz ¼>¼- Ix can be either a house of David (one

of David’s houses) or the house of David (David’s house).

To make matters more complicated, since a construct noun is always followed

by another noun, any definite article belonging to the construct noun must be put

on the second noun! Of course in the above example you do not put a definite

article on a name (David), but if you replace ‘David’ with ‘king’, ¼¦ J0 J2 ¼>¼-Ix means

a house of a king, but ¼¦J0 J® K( ¼>¼- Ix can mean

(i) a house of the king (one of the king’s houses), or

(ii) the house of a king (a king’s house), or

(iii) the house of the king (the king’s house).

Which? You have to guess from the context. Sometimes you can’t, and the text

is ambiguous!

Compound words

Sometimes a pair of nouns, the first construct and the second absolute, form a

sort of compound word. In such a case, while the definite article goes on the second

word, the plural is normally applied to the first word. For instance ¼̧ J'N; ¼$L< H; H2 is

a compound word in Hebrew, and therefore the plural is ¼̧ J'N; ¼- I$L< D; H2. (So, in

Modern Hebrew, ‘schools’ is ¼< J8 I5 ¼- IºLx.)
But not always. For instance ¼7J0 J$ ¼< Kµ is in English the commander of a battalion

(assuming that a battalion is a thousand men), put as a compound noun, a battalion-

commander, the plural being battalion- commanders – but not in Hebrew, where the

plural is commanders of battalions, ¼1¼- H8L0F$ ¼- I< Lµ. [Of course ¼1¼- H8L0F$L( ¼- I< Lµ could mean

‘commanders of the battalions’, or ‘the commanders of battalions’, or ‘the

commanders of the battalions’.]

A notable exception, where the word is treated as completely joined, is ‘family’

¼% L$ ¼>¼- Ix, whose plural, ‘families’, is neither ¼>¼}¼% L$ ¼- IºLx nor ¼% L$ ¼- IºLx but ¼>¼} ¼% L$ ¼>¼-Ix
against all the rules!

When you have a combination of a construct noun followed by an absolute one,

even an adjective that belongs to the first goes after the second. ¼1¼- H6L< L( ¼1H-K< D: H2 ¼-I)U' K2
means ‘the bad diseases of Egypt’, ‘bad’ going on the first word.

How do you know if the adjective belongs to the first word or to the second? If

the first and second words differ in either gender or number (or both) you can see
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which one the adjective agrees with. In the above example, the first word is plural,

the second is singular, and the adjective is plural, so ¼1¼- H6L< L( applies to ¼-I)U' K2.

What if the two nouns do not differ in either gender or number? You may be

able to guess from the context or from common sense, but if not it remains

ambiguous. (‘Take your choice!’)

Nouns derived from participles

A noun derived from a participle can occur in the construct state, which a

participle itself, a verbal adjective, cannot. ¼1H-K0 Ļ ¼| ¼<D- ¼(J4¼}¼x means ‘building’

(participle) but ¼1H-K0 Ļ ¼|¼< D- ¼(I4¼}¼x means ‘builder of’ (noun) because the form ¼(I4¼}¼x is

only used as a construct. Sometimes you cannot tell the difference – ¼>¼-V< Dx K( ¼< I2W̧
could mean ‘guarding (keeping) the contract’, a participle, or it could mean

‘guardian-of the contract’, a noun.

There is more on the construct state in later chapters.



Chapter 6

PRONOUNS AND DEMONSTRATIVES

Personal Pronouns

We may assume for the moment that the reader is familiar with the Hebrew

words for the personal subject pronouns (I, you, he, etc.), but in case not a full list

is given later in the chapter.

Pronoun suffixes

We saw that ‘the king’s house’ is expressed as ‘the-house-of the-king’ and

David’s house is expressed as ‘the-house-of David’, so we expect ‘my house’ to be

‘the-house-of me’ and ‘their house’ as ‘the-house-of them’. Hebrew in such a case

does not put the pronoun (me, them etc.) as a separate word but tacks it on to the

end of the construct first noun, as a suffix. This may involve a vowel change in the

noun even if there wasn’t one before, e.g. ¼< J8 I5 book, ¼< J8 I5 (again) bookof, ¼-V< D8 H5
my book, or even a further change if there already is one, e.g. ¼( L: I6 advice, ¼> K:F6
adviceof, ¼- H> L:F6 my advice. The vowel changes are not always even consistent for

all endings, for instance ¼- K' L0D- my sons, ¼1 J(¼- I' D0K- their sons.

Note that an adjective, unless used as a noun, does not have a construct state or

take suffixes. All it has are masculine and feminine, singular and plural. [But if

used as a noun it does have a construct: ¼3 I;L* old, ¼1¼-H4 I; D* old (plural), or old [ones]

(used as a noun, elders), ¼-I4 H;H* (the) elders of.]

Here is a simple example to illustrate what the suffixes are. Full tables of

‘declensions’ showing how the root vowels of different nouns change to

accommodate the suffixes are out of place here. Our intention is to show how nouns

and adjectives are used, for which purpose we are showing only in outline the way

their different forms are created.
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PLURAL NOUN SINGULAR NOUN “Son”

¼Ò¼ÎHÕLT ¼Ô IT Absolute

¼ÎIÕ DT ¼Ô JT Construct

Plural Singular Plural Singular Suffix

Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc.

¼X¼Õ¼ÎIÕLT ¼ÎKÕLT ¼X¼ÕIÕ DT ¼ÎHÕ DT 1

¼Ô JÐ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼Ò JÐ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼EHÎKÕLT ¼F¼ÎJÕ LT ¼Ô JÐ DÕHT ¼Ò JÐ DÕHT ¼EIÕ DT ¼F DÕHT 2

¼Ô JÉ¼ÎIÕ DT ¼Ò JÉ¼ÎIÕ DT LÉ¼ÎJÕLT ¼Ê¼ÎLÕLT ¼ÔLÕ DT ¼ÒLÕ DT ¼WLÕ DT ¼D¼Õ DT 3

With nouns which have a feminine form we have

PLURAL NOUN SINGULAR NOUN “Advice”

¼>¼} ¼: I6 ¼( L: I6 Absolute

¼>¼} ¼:F6 ¼>F:F6 Construct

SSSSS ¼ª¼- J>¼} ¼:F6 B¼- K>¼} ¼:F6 SSSSS ¼ª D> L:F6 B¼- H> L:F6 Suffix

Note that with the endings ¼- I~ B¼- H~ the word ends in a vowel, since the yod, as

always after hirik or tserey, is silent, But with the ending ¼- K~ the yod, as always

after patach, is a consonant.

(This may affect the first letter of the next word. For instance, we find ¼0N¤ K% ¼} ¼'L-
and not ¼0N¤Kx. If instead we had found ¼-V'L- or ¼- K'L- it would be ¼0N¤K% ¼-V'L- but ¼0N¤ Kx ¼- K'L-.)

It gets involved when you try to combine a compound word, or a construct

followed by an absolute, with a pronoun suffix. The suffix, like the definite article,

goes always on the second word but may refer to the first word. ¼1J/ D:U< K$ ¼< K, D2
certainly means ‘the rain of your land’, ‘your’ refers to land, not rain. But in the

case of ¼} ¼̧ U' L; ¼1 I̧ , ‘his’ refers to the first word. In particular, ¼ª¼-H% L$ ¼>¼- Ix does not

usually mean ‘the house of your father’ but ‘your father’s-house’ i.e. your family,

often the family of which you are the head (and not including your brothers).

An even more complex case is considered in a later chapter.
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Prepositions with Suffixes

In Hebrew, prepositions that precede a pronoun are attached to the pronoun in

the same way that construct nouns are. The following table gives the principal

forms. Most prepositions not shown behave like plural masculine nouns regarding

pronoun suffixes, as in the last column.

(Archaic forms used in poetry, such as ¼} ¼2L0, are not shown.)

Note that Hebrew has a preposition ¼> J$ which normally denotes the object,

though it is not always used. English does not need this, since we are particular

about the word order (subject precedes the verb, object follows it) which Hebrew

is not.

Here are some examples. (The forms with feminine suffixes are indented.)

SubjectObject? D0 ? Dx?¤3 H2(0 J$)

(- H/M4 L$) -H4F$- H>}$-H0-H4}2 L¤-H̄ J® H2-K0 I$

( LºK$) ( Lº K$(¦ L>}$) ª D>}$(¦L0) ª D0ª}2L¤(« J® H2) ª D2 H2ª-J0 I$

Dº K$¦ L>}$¦L0¦}2L¤¦ I® H2¦H-K0 I$

$|(}>}$}0|(}2L¤|¯ J® H2)-L0 I$

($) H() $- H({ L>}${L0L(}2L¤(L̄ J® H2L(-J0 I$

(|4 D+K4) |4 D+K4F$|4 L>}$|4L0|4}2L¤|¯ J® H2|4-I0 I$

1 Jº K$1J/ D> J$1 J/L01 J/}2L¤1J¤ H21 J/-I0F$

3 Jº K$3 J/ D> J$3 J/L03 J/}2L¤3 J/-I0F$

(1 I() ( L® I((1 J( D> J$) 1 L>}$(1Lx B1J(Lx) 1 J(L01 J(}2L¤1 J( I21 J(-I0F$

(L̄ I((3 J( D> J$) 3 L>}$(3 I(L0) 3 J(L03 J(}2L¤3 I( I23 J(-I0F$
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Relative Pronouns?

Contrary to what is taught, these do not exist in Classical Hebrew. Instead the

relative conjunction ¼< J̧ F$ (which in later books is sometimes shortened to ? J̧
followed if possible by a dagesh) joins with an ordinary pronoun to make the

equivalent of a relative pronoun. Since the ordinary pronoun is often omitted or is

included in the verb, ¼< J̧ F$ looks like a relative pronoun. (The same occurs in

English with the conjunction ‘that’ where the pronoun is always omitted, e.g. ‘The

man who went ...’ is expressed as ‘The man that-he went...’ which is shortened to

‘The man that went...’.) This omission of the pronoun has misled many into putting

it effectively in the wrong place in Gen. 2:3 and then trying to explain it.

It is NOT >}µF6K0 [ ¼{ L>¼} ¼$] ¼$L<Lx < J̧ F$ ¼} ¼º D/ ¼$K0 D2 0L¤ H2 ‘which he created in order to

make’ but [ ¼{ L>¼} ¼$] >}µF6K0 ¼$L<Lx < J̧ F$ ¼} ¼º D/ ¼$K0 D2 0L¤ H2 ‘to make which he had created’.

( ¼} ¼º D/ ¼$K0 D2 is the implied object of ¼>¼} ¼µF6K0, not of ¼$L<Lx. This needs thinking out

carefully. See the commentary of Nachmanides/Ramban.)

The Locative Suffix

This has nothing to do with pronouns, but needs to be mentioned.

To denote ‘to’ a place, instead of the preposition ¼0 J$ or the prefix ? D0 before the

name, a suffix ¼( L~ can be added, which does not take the accent. It can be added

to a noun in the absolute alone ¼( L2D- K< D: H2 ‘to Egypt’, or with a definite article ¼(L<¼- H6 L(
‘to the town’, or even to a noun in the construct state (the only suffix allowed on

a construct before an absolute) ¼7 I5¼}¼- ¼( L>¼- Ix ‘to-the-house-of Joseph (i.e. to Joseph’s

house). Sometimes it is omitted – ¼1H-L< D: H2 ¼| ¼'U<L- instead of ¼( L2D- L< D: H2, or (as has been

mistranslated in English) ¼7¼| ¼5 ¼1K- ¼<LxV' H® K( ¼¦ J< Jz instead of ¼7¼| ¼5 ¼( L2K-.

Demonstrative Adjectives

‘This, that, these, those’. Like other adjectives they follow the noun, and along

with it take a definite article, e.g. ¼(J~ K( ¼1¼}¼£F( this day, lit. ‘the day the this’.

In English, ‘this, these’ refer to something near and ‘that, those’ to something

further away. Such a distinction is not made in Hebrew.

Approximately, for something or someone not mentioned before, we have

Masc. singular ¼(J*, Fem. singular ¼>¼$M*, Plural ¼(J¬ I$.

For someone or something already mentioned we have the personal pronouns,

Singular – masc. $|(, fem. ¼$¼- H(; Plural – masc. ¼( L2 I(/ ¼1 I(, fem. ¼(L4 I(.

With the article we have

¼(L̄ I( L( B( ¼( L® I( L() B ¼1 I( L( B ¼$¼- H( K( B ¼$¼| ¼( K( B ¼(J¬ I$ L( B ¼> ¼$M~ K( B ¼(J~ K(
There are also the rare forms (with the article) ¼|¼* I¬ K( B ¼(J* L¬ K( B¼* L¬ K(, no plural found.
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Demonstrative Pronouns

The demonstrative adjectives ¼(J¬ I$ B ¼> ¼$M* B ¼(J* as well as $|( etc. are also used as

demonstrative pronouns.

Demonstrative Adjective or Relative Conjunction?

There is controversy over the word |*. Some claim it means ‘this’ as a variant

of ¼(J*, while others say that it is a conjunction meaning the same as ¼< J̧ F$. (Kimchi

qotes both and leaves you to choose.) The latter seems to make sense generally in

context, but it is always joined to the preceding word, wheras ¼< J̧ F$ while not being

joined is at least connected more closely with what follows it. Also we do

sometimes find ¼(J* similarly used. (Compare L>¼-H4 L; ¼|¼* ¼1 K6 with LºU< K:L- ¼(J* ¼3 L>L- D) H0). In all

such cases the definite article which might be expected is absent, but the text is

poetry where such grammatical rules are often by-passed.

The fact seems to be that there is an idiomatic use. The word meaning ‘this’ is

followed by the conjunction ‘that’, which is normally ¼< J̧ F$, but in this idiom the

definite article on the noun, the definite article on the demonstrative, and the word

¼< J̧ F$, (as well as the pronoun following ¼< J̧ F$ as explained in the section headed

‘relative pronouns’ above) are all omitted and implied. So the demonstrative serves

for both itself and the conjunction.

In other words, in the above examples, you have ‘this people which you

acquired’ (if indeed ‘acquired’ is the correct translation) and ‘this Leviathan whom

you created’.

For the advanced only

Development of the second person singular pronoun in Hebrew and in Aramaic.

MasculineFeminine

HebrewAramaicHebrewAramaic

(? ¼( LºD4 K$)

¼( Lº K$
( Lº K$)

(twice Dº K$)

¼( Lº D4 K$
Dº D4 K$
Dº K$

(? ¼- HºD4 K$)

¼- Hº K$
Dº K$

(? ¼- HºD4 K$)

Dº D4 K$
Dº K$

Feminine singular endings in ¼- H– are found in the Bible also in noun suffixes.

The Arabic 2nd sing. fem. is to this day inti.
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THE GERUND

Abstract Nouns

These are relatively rare in Classical Hebrew, though some do exist and are

used, the commonest being perhaps ¼( L'¼}¼%F6 work or service. [But NOT ¼(L/ ¼$L0 D2,

usually mistaken for an abstract noun.] Where an abstract noun involves a concept

connected with a verb, they preferred to use the gerund of the verb (see next

section). For example, although ¼(L%F( K$ is today regarded as an abstract noun ‘love’,

it is really not an abstract noun but the gerund (‘loving’), as in '¼( ¼> J$ ¼(L%F( K$ D0.
The Greeks loved to think in terms of concepts, and to give them names, and

their influence in this respect permeates the Talmud, but not the Bible.

The Gerund

A gerund is a verbal noun, encapsulating the idea of a verb (an action or state)

in the form of a noun, but like a verb it can take an object. In English (and

sometimes other languages) the infinitive is sometimes used for this purpose, but

never in Hebrew, so the gerund should never be confused with or called ‘infinitive’

(with which sadly it often is confused).

[In Hebrew the infinitive is only used to emphasise a finite verb, e.g. ¼<N¤ D* Hº ¼<N/L*,
or very rarely to replace a participle, as in ¼} ¼>¼} ¼$ ¼3N>L4 D) (but often idiomatically with

¼¦¼}¼0 L( as in K6¼} ¼5L4 D) ¼¦¼}¼0 L() – things we need not enter into here. It is a verb form, not

a noun. It is invariable, cannot accept prefixes or suffixes, and in the kal form we

use it as the name of the verb, since it always shows the root clearly. Anything else

you see that is called an infinitive is NOT, it is a gerund, which is a verbal noun.]

As a noun the gerund has no plural, and as the sole exception it has no gender!

It is neither masculine nor feminine, and does not need to be, since nothing ever

has to ‘agree’ with it. However, it does sometimes have both masculine and

feminine forms, both meaning exactly the same. Which one is used depends partly

on the verb and partly on caprice. In addition to the ‘absolute’ forms (which we are

considering here) it also has ‘construct’ forms, can take suffixes (which we will

deal with later) and prefixes (which we will not). Some examples of the gerund in

its masculine and feminine ‘absolute’ forms are shown for reference. The feminine

form is often ‘corrupt’, that is to say part of the root – yod or nun – is missing. Full

consideration of the use and meanings of the gerund belongs under the heading of

verbs, rather than nouns.
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The Gerund Construct

The gerund being a noun can exist in the
Feminine

Form
Masculine

Form

¼( L; D% Lz ¼;N% Uz

¼( L$U<H- ¼$N< D-

¼(L%F( K$ ¼%N(E$

¼>¼} ¼$U< ¼(N$U<

¼>¼) ¼$W¬ K2 ¼$I¬ K2

¼> J̧ N% D- ¼̧ N% D-

¼> J̧ J< ¼̧ N< D-

¼>J/ J0 ¼¦W0F(

¼> Iº ¼3N>D4

absolute or construct state, and being a verb

it can exist with or without an object.

(Prefixes make no difference.)

Examples in the absolute state:

With no object: ¼>¼} ¼¢K( D0 to pervert, perverting.

With an object: ¼< L± H$ ¼<N5 D$J0 or ¼1¼- H; L( ¼} ¼>¼-V< Dx J> J$.

Examples in the construct state:

(a) ¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼> ¼$ I: Dx, or ¼3 L®K( ¼> J'J< Dx, or

( ¼1¼} ¼' D5 ¼> J$) '( ¼> I+ Ķ ¼-I4 D8H0; –– contrast

(b) ¼>¼-V< Dx ¼< I8 L( D0 ¼>¼} ¼6L< D² K6N< D8Hx.
There is an important difference between

the two types of gerund construct. The noun

following the gerund in (a) is subjective and

in (b) is objective. Sometimes it is

ambiguous, the classic case taught to students

of Latin is the phrase amor patris ‘the love

(or loving) of a father’ (‘a father’s love’) which can mean either the love felt for

a father by a son, or the love felt by a father for a son.

This is noticeable when a gerund, like any other noun, takes a pronoun suffix:

(a) subjective ¼ª Dº D/J0 Dx ¼- H> ¼$ I: D¤ ¼{ LºU'V< ¼' K6 ¼} ¼6 D2 Ļ ¼- I<F+K$
(b) objective ¼} ¼' D% L6 D0 ¼{ L+ D¬ Ķ ( D0) ¼ª D>M̄ K6 3 K6 K2 D0

Here, however, a distinction is made in the form, but only with a first person

singular suffix. If subjective it is as in the example ¼- H> ¼$ I: D¤, but if objective it is as

in ¼-H4I&U< L( D0 (instead of ¼-H&U< L( D0).

It is admittedly often uncertain if the gerund is behaving as a construct noun

with an ‘objective’ suffix, or simply as a verb with an object suffix, where the

meaning and the form are the same.
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NOUNS USED AS ADJECTIVES

Construct instead of apposition.

Even in English a noun placed alongside another noun (called ‘in apposition’)

can act as an adjective, for example ‘celebration’ in ‘a celebration dinner’. Hebrew

puts it after a construct, that is to say it will convert it to ‘a dinner-of celebration’

where ‘dinner-of’ is construct and ‘celebration’ is a plain noun (absolute), though

often it is best translated by using an adjective in English (e.g. ‘a feast of a king’

would become ‘a royal feast’, where the adjective ‘royal’ replaces the noun ‘king’,

while ‘feast-of’ returns to a normal noun ‘feast’). Note that it is not the construct

itself that behaves like an adjective, but the noun that follows it.

This use of the construct is very important, people are afraid to change the noun

to an adjective and often misinterpret the sense of the phrase.

It is admittedly misleading in complex phrases where there are perhaps three

nouns plus a pronoun suffix. The suffix has to come at the end, attached to the third

word, since the first two are each construct and cannot take an ending before

another noun. But it need not apply to that last word, it can apply to the first word.

A big mistake in translation occurs in a post-Biblical phrase that combines three

nouns with a pronoun suffix. ¼} ¼>¼| ¼/ D0 K2 ¼'¼}¼% D¤ ¼1 I̧ certainly does not mean ‘the name

of his glorious kingdom’. The suffix ‘his’ attached to the last word belongs to the

first – it is his name, not the name of his kingdom (kingdom is wrong anyway) that

is blessed. We have to start at the end and work backwards.

Here ¼>¼| ¼/ D0 K2 does not mean kingdom or even (as more often) reign, but royalty.

¼'¼} ¼%L¤ as often (but not always) in the Bible means honour. So ¼>¼| ¼/ D0 K2 ¼'¼}¼% D¤ means

something like honour of royalty, but the last word is to be treated adjectivally,

hence ‘royal honour’. (Compare ¼>¼| ¼/ D0 K2 ¼̧ ¼|¼% D0 ‘royal clothes’ and ¼>¼| ¼/ D0 K2 ¼< J> J¤ ‘royal

crown’ in Esther 6:8.) But this whole phrase is adjectival with regard to ¼1 I̧ , name

(which incidentally does not here mean simply a title of identification, but a

reputation), and ‘his’ applies to this word, so we have ‘his royal honoured name’

or ‘his royal honoured reputation’. The whole phrase is difficult to translate into

English because it involves concepts for which English does not have the right

terms, but ‘the name of his glorious kingdom’ shows a complete absence of

understanding of the way the Hebrew language works, and is nowhere near the

correct meaning. It is ‘his name’ or ‘his reputation’ that is blessed, not the name

of his anything else, let alone ‘kingdom’!
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THE DUAL

Normally ‘number’ in grammar means ‘singular or plural’, but sometimes there

is also something in between called ‘dual’. This refers to pairs. It exists in classical

Greek only in verbs, in Hebrew only in nouns.

The form of the dual is with the ending ¼1H- K~ in both masculine and feminine.

Although we pronounce this as ‘-ayim’ it was probably ‘-ime’ as in ‘time’, the hirik

being said before the yod (which was silent) so as to make a diphthong (compound

vowel). The construct ends in ¼- I~ as with a masculine plural (and likewise the

pronoun suffixes). A feminine may include the > before the ending, so that the dual

of ¼(L4 Ļ is ¼1H- K>L4 Ḑ .
A noun in the dual is treated as if it was in the plural in all respects: any

adjective, verb or pronoun that has to agree with it in number takes a plural.

The use of the dual is limited in the number of words found that use it, but those

words do occur often. The main uses are:

(1) Parts of the body normally occurring in pairs, and accessories (e.g. eyes, shoes).

(2) Some items that occur in pairs, e.g. double doors, or the twin walls of a town.

(3) Periods of time – day, week, month, year (cf. ‘fortnight’ as the dual of ‘week’).

(4) For the numbers ‘two hundred’, ‘two thousand’.

(5) The very words for two, masculine and feminine, are dual in form.

In (2), (3) and (4) above, the dual alone implies two, a pair, and no number is

needed. But in (1) the dual form is normally used for a plural as well, provided that

the word is used literally, so that ‘four legs’ becomes ¼1H- K0 D&K< ¼6KxU< K$. But if the word

is used figuratively the normal plural form is used, as in ¼1¼- H0L&U< ¼̧ W0 Ļ three times,

or ¼>¼} ¼'L- ¼̧ I2 L+ five portions.

The dual in Hebrew is a relic, but one that refuses to die out completely. It is

easily understood and does not present problems, but cannot be ignored.
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NUMBERS

Cardinal Numbers

These present problems, as they are full of illogic throughout.

They usually (but not always) precede the noun they refer to.

(i) Number 1. This takes a singular noun (as expected) but follows it. As it is a

type of adjective, it has gender, and there is a masculine form (that looks

masculine) and a feminine form (that looks feminine).

(ii) Numbers 2 - 10 inclusive. These take a plural noun and usually precede it. As

a type of adjective they have to agree with the noun, so they have gender –

masculine or feminine.

However, while number 2 has (like 1) a masculine form if masculine and a

feminine form if feminine, numbers 3 to 10 are the reverse – the masculine ones

have a feminine form and the feminine ones have a masculine form, for no reason.

The masculine numbers normally have a ‘feminine absolute’ form ( ¼( L¹ Ḩ ) but

before the letters alef, hé, yod the ‘feminine construct’ form ( ¼> J̧ I̧ ) is mostly used

– it makes no difference to the meaning.

(iii) In all cases, numbers over 10 take a singular noun, not a plural (‘ten cows’ but

‘eleven cow’, nobody knows why), and normally precede it.

(iv) Teens (11-19 inclusive). These are compound numbers, where both parts are

either masculine (regardless of form) or feminine,

e.g. masculine ¼< Lµ L6 ¼( L6 D% Ḩ B ¼< Lµ L6 ¼' K+K$, feminine ¼(I< Dµ J6 ¼6K% Ḑ B ¼(I< Dµ J6 >K+ K$.

(This is indeed so difficult that in Modern Hebrew Israelis often get confused!)

A special case is 11 (eleven) where there are alternatives:

masculine ¼< Lµ L6 ¼- Iº Ḑ K6, feminine ¼(I< Dµ J6 - Iº Ḑ K6.

(v) Multiples of 10 (20 - 90 inclusive) have one form for masculine and feminine.

(vi) 21-99 excluding the multiples in (v) above. Here we add ‘and’, usually putting

the smaller number first, for instance 75 will be expressed as ‘five and seventy’

where the ‘five’ has to agree in gender.

(vii) ‘Hundred’ as a noun is feminine, as an adjective it does not have to ‘agree’.

(viii) Two hundred uses the dual form ¼1H- K>¼$ L2 without adding ‘two’.

(ix) Higher multiples take a plural (unlike English), 300 is ‘three (fem.) hundreds’.
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(x) ‘Thousand’ as a noun is masculine, as an adjective it does not have to ‘agree’.

(xi) Two thousand again uses the dual ¼1H- K² D0 K$ without adding ‘two’.

(xii) Higher multiples again take a plural, 3,000 is ‘three (masc.) thousands’.

Since the word begins with an alef, the construct form ( ¼> J̧ W0 Ḑ ) is generally used.

(xiii) In a large number (over one hundred) the units, tens, hundreds and thousands

may be separated, and not necessarily put in the order we are used to. The noun

may be repeated (e.g. in the plural for the units and again in the singular for the

rest). ‘345 years’ may be represented as ‘five years and forty year and three

hundred year’ or in some other way.

A mess! However, as long as you are merely reading Biblical Hebrew and not

trying to write it, you can somehow muddle your way through, provided that you

do not stop and puzzle over the illogicalities, which simply have to be accepted.

Ordinal Numbers

These are much easier. They are plain adjectives, with gender.

(i) A special word for ‘first’ as opposed to ‘last’ has no connection with ‘one’.

(ii) 2nd to 10th. Words are in a ‘generic’ form derived from the cardinals, but

behave normally like adjectives.

(iii) Above ‘tenth’. The noun is followed by the cardinal number, with the definite

article before each (‘the sixteenth day’ is expressed as ‘the day the sixteen’) which

distinguishes it from the cardinal as such.

(iv) A unique special case, the tenth day of the month (but not the tenth month) is

always ¼<¼} ¼µ L6 J(.

Fractions

‘Half’ is ¼- H:F+. After that, up to a tenth, the feminine form of the ordinal number

is used, such as ¼>¼- Ḩ ¼- H0 Ḑ a third. An alternative for ¼>¼- H6¼-H%U<, a quarter, is ¼6K% J< (or

¼6K%N< in one case only, 2 Kings 6:25, but in Num. 23:10 this means something else).

Beyond a tenth, a long way round has to be found, such as ‘one from fifty’.

‘Two thirds’ is expressed as ¼1H-K4 Ḑ ¼- H², a term later misunderstood as if ‘double’.

‘Three quarters’ is not found.
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PREPOSITIONS

Prepositions, though neither nouns nor adjectives, behave in Hebrew in some

ways like nouns in the construct state. As throughout this book, the following is

introductory and not meant to be comprehensive. There are three important groups:

1. Those with a clearly ‘masculine plural’ form, such as ¼- I<F+ K$;

2. Those with a clearly singular form, such as ¼1 H6;

3. Those that look like group 2 but behave like group 1, having apparently lost

the ending, such as ¼0F6 where the original ¼- I0F6 is sometimes found in ‘poetic’ text.

The difference applies not to the adjective describing the noun that follows the

preposition, nor to the verb following – these ignore the apparent ‘number’

(singular or plural) of the preposition and concentrate on the noun itself. The

difference applies only to the pronoun suffix if there is one.

Those in group 1 include ¼- I<F+K$ (sometimes shortened to ¼< K+ K$ in which case it

moves to group 3) and ¼-I4 D8H0 (in which there is already a preposition included).

Group 2 includes ¼> J$ B ¼1 H6. Note that ¼0N¤ (all, every) behaves like a preposition.

Two-lettter words are often from three-letter roots where the second and third

letters are identical, e.g. 00/ B126 B>>$. Consequently when they stand alone the

vowel is ‘long’, but when the word is hyphened it is ‘shortened’ ( ?¼0 L¤ B ¼0N¤ B? ¼> J$ B ¼> I$)

and when a suffix is added the second letter is doubled by a strong dagesh ( ¼- Hº H$ in

one meaning, ¼} ¼¬O¤).

Group 3 includes ¼>K+ Kº B ¼' K6 B ¼0 K6 B ¼0 J$ and also ¼%¼- H% L5 – the last having the form of

a feminine plural noun ¼>¼}¼%¼- H% D5.

¼3¼- Ix usually belongs to group 2 but sometimes to group 3. (In Aramaic where the

same system applies, this word always belongs to group 3.) It also takes an

interesting extra plural suffix. For the first person plural (those speaking, or

someone speaking for himself and others) there is ¼|¼4I4¼- Ix (or ¼|¼4¼-I4¼- Ix); for the second

person plural (those spoken to) there is ¼1J/ D4¼- Ix (or ¼1J/¼-I4¼- Ix); but for a mixed first-

and-second person (the speaker(s) and the spoken to) there is ¼|¼4¼- I>¼}¼4¼- Ix.

Three prepositions have become shortened to become mere prefixes attached to

the next word: ?0 B?¤ B?x. In addition the preposition ¼3 H2 sometimes becomes

attached to the next word as a prefix, in which case the nun drops out, and either

the next letter is doubled by a strong dagesh, or (if this is not possible) the vowel

underneath is shortened (yes, in an open syllable shortened, not lengthened) from

a hirik to a tserey.



Chapter 12

A HAPPY ENDING

Let us end on a happy note. ‘Happy’ as a stand-alone adjective in English (i.e.

as the object or ‘predicate’ of the verb ‘be’ which is not used in Hebrew in the

present tense) is expressed in Hebrew in a most peculiar way. ‘Happy’ is expressed

by ¼- I< Ḑ K$ (asherey, not ashrey) that comes first, in the form of a plural construct

noun, to which the subject (whether singular or plural) follows as a noun following

a construct or is attached as a pronoun suffix. It can also be followed by a clause,

meaning ‘Happy is/are the one/ those who ...’. It is hard, if not impossible, to

understand let alone explain this. Here is how it works:

Happy is the man (or The man is happy) ¼̧ ¼- H$ L( ¼- I< Ḑ K$
You are happy ¼ª¼- J< Ḑ K$ (singular) or ¼1 J/¼- I< Ḑ K$ (plural)

We are happy ¼|¼4¼- I< Ḑ K$.
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